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Introducing your presenter

- Why I am uniquely qualified to teach this course- my personal story

- MS, LCPC, Certified Imago Relationship Therapist (Advanced Clinician) and Certified Workshop 

Presenter



The Challenge of Couple’s Therapy

- A Psychoanalyst’s confession

- Why do you think couple’s work is so different?



Why Imago is different

- Conceptualizing the Couple

- Providing Structure and teaching concrete skills



Today’s agenda

Part I- Imago Theory

Part II- Practical Instruction and role play



History of Imago

- Harville’s Story

- The publishing of Getting the Love You Want, 1988



Why do we choose our spouse?

- The Imago, the unconscious image of your ideal partner, a composite of the positive and negative 

characteristics of your primary caretakers

- Marriage is the unfinished business of childhood. 

- Addressing our unmet childhood needs and wounds



Why would anyone want to relive trauma?

- Marriage is for the purpose of growth and healing. 

- Our spouse holds the blueprint for our growth.

- What we need most is hardest for them to give.

- Of course, this is all happening subconsciously



The Im(Perfect Soulmate)Eli Talk

How I found my Imago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p5AeIGgJi8


The 3 Relationship Stages

Stage 1- The Romantic Stage- the hook

A Neuroscience Love Song-

-What are some of the feelings we have 

during this stage? Cliches?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbFchFe1Nfo


The 3 Relationship Stages cont’d.

Stage 2- The Power Struggle

- This is where your couples will be

- Common questions or thoughts in this stage

- Most couples either get divorced or live an invisible divorce



The 3 Relationship Stages cont’d.

Stage 3- The Conscious Marriage

- The goal of all committed relationships

- Power struggle is merely a means towards an end

- The clinician’s job is to facilitate the couple becoming more conscious of the root cause of their conflict, 

thereby leaving the power struggle and progressing towards the conscious marriage



Our Assumption

If a couple fell in love and got married, they made the right choice. 



What if there was no romantic stage?

Pick 

Project

Provoke

- Case study



It’s not about the issue

The 90/10 rule (If it’s hysterical, it’s historical)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg


The Triune Brain Model



How we get safe

- Minimizers vs Maximizers or Turtles and Hailstorms- A love story

- By resorting to our adaptations, we provoke the opposite of what we want

- Slowing down, creating structure, and getting conscious helps break the cycle



Emotional Symbiosis

A state in which a partner in a committed love relationship assumes and lives as if his/her partner shares the 

same experiences and beliefs about the world



Differentiation

- Occurs when partners are able to accept that the other has a separate experience and has perspectives and 

beliefs that are as valid as their own. Differentiated partners realize that it is only in accepting the differences 

between them and tolerating the tension of these differences that they grow into their true selves and 

achieve the satisfaction of mature love.



Why is so hard?

- Knowing this information should enable us to merely meet each other’s needs and be happy

- The challenge is that which we need most from our partner is the hardest thing for them to give



Healthy and Attuned Parenting

- Born joyfully alive. With the appropriate messages we maintain our wholeness

- It’s ok to think/solve problems

- It’s ok to feel and express your feelings

- It’s ok to experience all of your body senses

- It’s ok to move

- It’s ok to take action.

- It’s ok to be you

- It’s ok to be



Messages of Repressive Socialization

- The creation of the lost self.

- When we get negative messages we repress our thinking, feeling, sensing, or acting

- What are some messages that may have led us to cut off these parts?



The Imago Match- Reclaiming Our Lost 
Parts

- We were attracted to those things in our partner so we can become whole again

- Once power struggle ensues, we feel threatened again

- Goal is to no longer do double duty and allow our spouse to reclaim the part we hold



Summary

- Conflict is opportunity for connection. Proves you are in the right relationship

- Create safety so you can get conscious and realize it’s not your spouse but the trauma being triggered.

- Use your new brain to create real change and love.

- The tool to achieve this is the Imago Dialogue



Imago Dialogue

Video example of dialogue



1) The Appointment

- I’d like to invite you into my world, is now a good time? Or I’d like to make an appointment to have a 

dialogue, is now a good time?

- Stretch for both the turtle and the hailstorm

- Setting up the environment for the optimal result



Crossing the Bridge

- Sender and Receiver

- Differentiation



2) Mirroring

- Sender shares the frustration

- Receiver mirrors, “ What I heard you say…. Did I get you? Is there more?”

- Three reasons for mirroring

- Summary Mirror



3) Validation

- “What your saying makes sense and you make sense.”

- Even if you have a different perspective



4) Empathy

- “How I imagine you might be feeling…” Guess two emotions

- “Is that what you’re feeling? Is there more that you’re feeling?”



5) Childhood 

- “What this reminds me of from my childhood…”

- Mirror back childhood story and add, “You didn’t deserve that… and what you did deserve.”



How does change actually happen?

- Safety

- 3 possible outcomes

- When all else fails, there are more directed behavioral exercises, but usually not needed



How does one become a Certified Imago 
therapist?
www.TheMarriageRestorationProject.com



Questions?


